
Summertime and the living is easier. Vaccines are 
plentiful, and the weather is warm. We are  

traveling again, meeting friends and attending events.  
The question now is: What will you wear? 

Might I suggest you park your leisurewear, dive into 
your closet, go shopping and enjoy the excitement 
that comes with getting dressed and going out!

And in the spirit of style comebacks, here’s a story of 
a great battle: In 1973, renowned fashion publicist 
Eleanor Lambert thought the time was right for 
American designers to compete against their  
French counterparts. At the time, the French were 
looking for a way to restore the Palace of Versailles. 
Eleanor suggested a fundraiser fashion show between 
the two countries, one that would include the Who’s 
Who of fashionable society. The Battle at Versailles 
was scheduled for November that year.

The event was life-changing for American style  
and the designers, models and others associated  
with the event. Competing for America: Anne Klein, 
Bill Blass, Oscar de la Renta, Halston and  
Stephen Burrows. 

The competition occurred in an era of great U.S. 
social change, and fashion was changing as well. 
Street style was becoming an influence for the  
first time. Women were entering the workforce in 
greater numbers and seeking comfort and flexibility 
in what they wore. The timing for this fashion battle 
was perfect.

The show had so many issues during rehearsals that 
the Americans wanted to pack up and go home.  
Liza Minnelli, who was there to perform, gave a pep 
talk and said the show must go on. It did. And while 
the French had an orchestra and elaborate sets, the 
Americans had to streamline everything because their 
sets had been measured in inches, not centimeters.

The French went first, with two hours of snore 
and old school. And then, the American designers 
presented, stealing the show with their high energy, 
modern, sophisticated, sexy designs and more  
African American models than had ever been 
represented in a show. The audience was blown away, 
responding with standing ovations, a shower of 
programs tossed in the air and resounding bravos. 

Americans had done it. They had won. Their design 
aesthetic had stolen the show and directed the future 
of fashion. It was a victory for American vogue — and 
for Versailles. Viva fashion! 

            – Maribeth Geraci, DressCode Style
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